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ABSTRACT
Several neutral species (Mg i, Si i, Ca i, Fe i) have been detected in a weak Mg ii absorption line system
(Wr (2796) ∼ 0.15 Å) at z ∼ 0.45 along the sightline toward HE0001-2340. These observations require extreme
physical conditions, as noted in D’Odorico. We place further constraints on the properties of this system by running
a wide grid of photoionization models, determining that the absorbing cloud that produces the neutral absorption
is extremely dense (∼100–1000 cm−3 ), cold (<100 K), and has significant molecular content (∼72%–94%).
Structures of this size and temperature have been detected in Milky Way CO surveys and have been predicted in
hydrodynamic simulations of turbulent gas. In order to explain the observed line profiles in all neutral and singly
ionized chemical transitions, the lines must suffer from unresolved saturation and/or the absorber must partially
cover the broad emission line region of the background quasar. In addition to this highly unusual cloud, three
other ordinary weak Mg ii clouds (within densities of ∼0.005 cm−3 and temperatures of ∼10,000 K) lie within
500 km s−1 along the same sightline. We suggest that the “bare molecular cloud,” which appears to reside outside
of a galaxy disk, may have had in situ star formation and may evolve into an ordinary weak Mg ii absorbing cloud.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: halos – intergalactic medium – quasars: absorption lines
Online-only material: color figures
et al. (2003) find molecular hydrogen in 13%–20% of DLA
systems at high redshift, but note that there is no correlation
between the detection of molecular hydrogen and H i column
density. Despite this lack of correlation, Petitjean et al. (2006)
find molecular hydrogen in 9 out of 18 high metallicity systems
([X/H] > −1.3) at high redshift.
In this paper, we study a multiple-cloud weak Mg ii system
toward HE0001-2340 (zem = 2.28; Reimers et al. 1998) at
z = 0.4524. The four weak Mg ii clouds are spread over a
velocity range of ∼600 km s−1 . Mn ii and Ca ii, which are
generally only detected in the very strongest absorbers, are found
in one of the four clouds comprising this system. Fe i, Si i, and
Ca i are also detected in this cloud; these neutral states have not
been reported to exist in any other extragalactic environment,
even in most DLAs, and have only been found in several dense
galactic molecular clouds (Welty et al. 2003). D’Odorico (2007)
notes that the ratios of Mg i/Mg ii and Ca i/Ca ii in this system
are orders of magnitude higher than in other absorbers, implying
a very low ionization state. She also observes that there is an
extreme underabundance of Mg with respect to Fe, which cannot
be explained by nucleosynthesis or dust depletion, and cannot
be reproduced by photoionization models. The metallicity of
the system cannot be directly determined from Lyα due to the
absorption from a Lyman limit system at z = 2.18 (Reimers
et al. 1998).
Due to a lack of metallicity constraints, D’Odorico (2007)
assumes DLA-regime column densities, noting that the observed
N (Mg i) of the system is comparable to the sample of 11 DLAs
by Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2006). She further constrains her
parameters by comparing to the local cold interstellar clouds of
Welty et al. (2003), finding that systems with similar amounts
of Fe i have metallicities −3.78 < [Fe/H]] < −2.78.
With such a low assumed metallicity and high H i column
density, D’Odorico (2007) is unable to reproduce the observed
N(Mg i) N(Ca i)
N(Fe i)
ratios of N(Mg
,
and N(Fe
in photoionization models,
ii) N(Ca ii)
ii)

1. INTRODUCTION
Observations of Mg ii λλ2796, 2803 in intervening quasar
absorption line systems are vital to the study of the interstellar
medium (ISM) of low-redshift galaxies and their environments,
as Mg ii λλ2796, 2803 lies in the optical from z ∼ 0.3 to 2.4,
and serves as a probe of low-ionization gas. Through photoionization models, it is possible to derive many properties of the
absorbing gas. This includes the line-of-sight extent, density,
temperature, and molecular content, which are constrained by
absorption in the different ionization states of various chemical
elements.
Churchill et al. (1999b) and Rigby et al. (2002) found
that roughly one-third of weak Mg ii absorbers at redshifts
0.4 < z < 1.4, with Wr (2796) < 0.3 Å, are in multiple-cloud
systems. They propose that many of the weak absorbers contain
multi-phase structures with a range of levels of ionization.
Such absorbers are generally thought to arise in sub-Lyman
limit system environments, with N (H i) < 1017.2 cm−2 , and
metallicities log[Z/Z ] > −1 (Churchill et al. 2000).
Strong Mg ii absorbers (Wr (2796) > 0.3 Å), in contrast, are
almost always associated with Lyman limit systems (N (H i) >
1017.2 cm−2 ), and many with damped Lyα absorbers (DLAs;
with N(H i) > 2 × 1020 cm−2 ). Rao et al. (2006) found that
36% of Mg ii absorbers with Wr (2796) > 0.5 Å and Fe ii
Wr (2600) > 0.5 Å were DLAs in a Hubble Space Telescope
survey for z < 1.65 systems. In that sample, the average N (H i)
was (9.7 ± 2.2) × 1018 cm−2 for 0.3 Å < Wr (2796) < 0.6 Å,
and (3.5 ± 0.7) × 1020 cm−2 for Wr (2796) > 0.6 Å. Most
DLAs at low z are thought to be associated with galaxies
with a variety of morphological types, from 0.1L∗ galaxies to
low surface brightness galaxies (Le Brun et al. 1997; Rao &
Turnshek 1998; Bowen et al. 2001; Rao et al. 2003). Ledoux
∗ Based on public data obtained from the ESO archive of observations from
the UVES spectrograph at the VLT, Paranal, Chile.
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and is thus unable to draw concrete conclusions about the
properties of this cloud. We propose that these noted differences
suggest that this unusual cloud is part of class of systems
unrelated to previously observed DLAs, which D’Odorico
(2007) notes have N (Mg ii) 2 orders of magnitude higher than
this system, as well as no previous Fe i, Ca i, and Si i detections.
We therefore explore a range of metallicities and N (H i) in our
modeling process.
As it is difficult to reproduce the line ratios in this unusual
cloud, we also expand the consideration of parameter space to
explore the possibility of unresolved saturation. The effect of
partial covering of the background quasar is also explored, since
photoionization models of the system suggest that the cloud is
compact enough to partially cover the broad emission line region
(BELR) of the quasar, with high densities (nH = 1–34 cm−3 ),
cold temperatures (<200 K), and a molecular hydrogen fraction
larger than 20%. Partial covering has only been observed once
before in an intervening quasar absorption line system. In the
lensed quasar APM 08279+5255 at z = 3.911 (Kobayashi et al.
2002), one-third of the components of a strong Mg ii absorber
were not detected toward the second image of the quasi-stellar
object (QSO), while fits to the components suggested Cf = 0.5
in the other image, constraining the absorber size to be as small
as 200 pc.
We begin, in Section 2, with a description of the Very Large
Telescope/Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (VLT/
UVES) spectrum of HE0001-2340, and display and quantify
the observed properties of the z = 0.4524 multiple cloud weak
Mg ii system. Section 3 details the Voigt profile fit performed
on this four-cloud system, including covering factor analysis of
the first cloud. It also describes the photoionization modeling
method used to constrain the ionization parameters/densities
of the four clouds. Section 4 gives modeling results for each
cloud, while Section 5 discusses the implications of the cloud
models on the origin of the gas, while Section 6 summarizes the
findings and considers the properties of the absorption system in
the context of broader questions relating to galaxy environments.
2. THE z = 0.4524 ABSORBER TOWARD HE0001-2340
A spectrum of HE0001-2340, taken in 2001, was procured
from the ESO archive, having been obtained as part of the
ESO-VLT Large Programme “The Cosmic Evolution of the
IGM” (Richter et al. 2005). This zem = 2.28 quasar, HE00012340 (V = 16.7), was observed with the UVES on the VLT,
as detailed in Richter et al. (2005). The data were reduced as
described in Kim et al. (2004). The spectrum has a resolution R
∼45,000 (∼6.6 km s−1 ) and covers a range of 3050–10,070 Å.
Breaks in wavelength coverage occurred at 5750–5840 Å and
8500–8660 Å. The spectrum is of extremely high quality, with
signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, > 100 per pixel over most of the
wavelength coverage. Continuum fitting (with a cubic spline
function) was performed using the IRAF5 SFIT task as described
in Lynch et al. (2006).
2.1. The System
In the z = 0.4524 system, we detect four distinct Mg ii λ2796
subsystems at >5σ levels in the VLT spectrum, and all are
confirmed by Mg ii λ2803. Figure 1 shows the location of these
features, with a velocity scale centered so that half of the system
5

IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by AURA, Inc., under contract to the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1. Four detected clouds at z ∼ 0.4524 along the line of sight toward
HE0001-2340. The zero point in velocity is set at the optical depth weighted
mean velocity of the whole system, at z = 0.452399. Fe ii λ2383 is detected in
Clouds 1 and 2, and the Fe ii to Mg ii ratio in Cloud 1 is remarkable.

optical depth lies blueward of 0 km s−1 , at z = 0.452399.
Detections may be noted at −69, 0, 47, and 507 km s−1 in
Mg ii λλ2796, 2803, at −69 and 0 km s−1 in Fe ii, and at
−69 km s−1 in Mg i. The fourth cloud is very weak, with
Mg ii λ2803 detected at just over 3σ ; this detection is made
possible by the very high S/N of the spectrum. The first cloud
also has detected Fe i, Si i, Ca i, Ca ii, and Mn ii, as seen in
Figure 2.
All transitions blueward of ∼4000 Å (∼2750 Å in the rest
frame of the z = 0.4524 system) are potentially contaminated
by Lyα forest lines. The only two detected features displayed
in Figure 2 that are not from the z = 0.4524 system, and are
outside of the forest region, occur in the Ca i λ4228 panel, at
∼30 km s−1 , and in the Fe i λ3022 panel, at ∼270 km s−1 . The
former feature is Fe ii λ2374 from a system at z = 1.587, while
the latter is C iv λ1548 from a system at z = 1.838. Lyman
series lines for the z = 0.4524 system are unavailable, due to
a full Lyman Limit break from a system at z = 2.187 (Richter
et al. 2005), allowing no direct constraints on the metallicity of
the system.
Rest-frame equivalent widths for all transitions detected at
>3σ in the spectra, as determined by Gaussian fits to the
unresolved line profiles, are given in Table 1 for the strongest
transitions. The column densities and Doppler parameters, using
Voigt profile fitting, assuming full coverage, are listed in Table 2.
Cloud 2 was resolved into two blended components by our
fitting procedure. Table 3 shows equivalent widths for additional
transitions detected in Cloud 1. Upper limits are given for
blended detections.
Since the detection of neutral transitions in a weak Mg ii
absorber is quite surprising, we must consider whether the
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Table 1
Equivalent Widths and Equivalent Width Limits of Selected Transitions
Cloud
1
2
3
4

z
0.452061
0.452387
0.452622
0.454864

Wr (Mg ii2796)(Å)
0.0377
0.0761
0.019
0.009

±
±
±
±

0.0006
0.0004
0.001
0.001

Wr (Mg ii2803)(Å)

Wr (Fe ii2383)(Å)

Wr (Fe ii2600)(Å)

Wr (Mg i2853)(Å)

±
±
±
±

0.028 ± 0.007
0.010 ± 0.001
<0.004
<0.003

0.0392 ± 0.0006
0.0079 ± 0.0008
<0.004
<0.04

0.0128 ± 0.0006
<0.005
<0.003
<0.003

0.028
0.04551
0.008
0.002

0.001
0.0009
0.001
0.001
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Figure 2. VLT spectrum (black) and photoionization model (red) in which Cloud 1 is modeled including unresolved saturation, and with log Z = −1.0, log U =
−8.2, log(N (Mg ii)) = 14.1, and b = 0.2 km s−1 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Table 2
Cloud Redshifts and VP Fit-derived Column Density and Doppler Parameters,
Assuming Full Coverage
Cloud
1
2a
2b
3
4

z

log(N(Mg ii λ2796))

0.452061
0.452387
0.452410
0.452622
0.454864

12.10
11.8
12.4
11.67
11.30

±
±
±
±
±

0.04
0.4
0.1
0.02
0.05

b (km s−1 )
3.1
5
2.77
15
7

±
±
±
±
±

0.1
2
0.3
1
1

apparent Fe i, Ca i, Si i, and Mg i detections for Cloud 1 are
valid, and not chance superpositions. In Table 3, the oscillator
strengths of the nine detected Fe i transitions are listed, along
with their equivalent widths. Only three of these detections, Fe i
λ2484, λ2502, and λ2524, are in the Lyα forest. The oscillator
strengths of the various transitions are roughly consistent with
the relative equivalent widths, however, a detailed analysis
suggests that partial covering or unresolved saturation affects
the line profiles, as discussed further in Section 3. Both Mg i
and Ca i are located outside of the forest and are detected at
>5σ significance. The Si i λ2515 detection is within the forest,
and cannot be confirmed by other Si i transitions. However, we
expect that it is valid because of the precise alignment with the
v = −69 km s−1 cloud. We thus conclude that there is more than
sufficient evidence that absorption in neutral species is detected,
making Cloud 1 in this system unique among other weak Mg ii
systems (Narayanan et al. 2008).
3. DERIVING PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
3.1. Oscillator Strengths and Saturation
The ratio of the Mg ii λ2803 to Mg ii λ2796 equivalent width
in Cloud 1 of the VLT spectrum (Figure 1) is not 0.5–0.7
as expected (Narayanan et al. 2008), and as seen in Clouds
2–4, but is 0.84; the weaker member is considerably stronger
than would be expected. This ratio implies either unresolved
saturation of the line profile, or partial covering of the quasar
BELR. If the profile were unresolved and saturated, profile fits to
Mg ii λλ2796, 2803 would severely underestimate the column
density and overestimate the Doppler parameters of fits to the
lines. We consider this possibility in defining a range of models
to be considered.
3.2. Voigt Profile Fitting
We initially perform Voigt profile fitting on the Mg ii
λλ2796, 2803 using MINFIT (Churchill et al. 2003). We choose
to optimize on Mg ii (to require Cloudy models to reproduce exactly the observed value) because it is the only ion detected in all
four clouds and is the strongest ion detected for this z = 0.4524
absorber outside of the Lyα forest. The Doppler parameters (b)
and column densities (N) given from the fit for Clouds 2–4 are
in Table 2, along with the redshifts of each cloud. The profile
for Cloud 2 is asymmetric, and we find that a two-component
fit provides a significantly better fit than does one component.
These components are denoted as 2a and 2b in Table 2. We note
that the resolution of the spectrum, ∼6.6 km s−1 , is greater than
the value of b for four out of the five Voigt profile components,
implying that the clouds may not be fully resolved.
The best fit to the Cloud 1 VLT spectrum is provided by
a model with column density log N(Mg ii) = 12.1(cm−2 )
and Doppler parameter b = 3.1 km s−1 ; however, this fit
overproduces Mg ii λ2796 and underproduces Mg ii λ2803,
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Table 3
Oscillator Strengths and Equivalent Widths for Transitions Detected in
Cloud 1, the Ratio of Broad Emission-line Flux to Continuum Flux, W, and the
Covering Factors, Cf for Partial Covering Model
Ion

Transition

flu

Wr (Å)

W

Cf

Mg ii
Mg ii
Mg i
Fe i

2796
2803
2853
2484
2502
2524
2968
2984
3022
3441
3721
3861
2515
2344
2374
2383
2587
2600
4228
3935
2577
2594
2606

0.6123
0.3054
1.810000
0.557000
0.049600
0.279000
0.043800
0.029049
0.10390
0.02362
0.04105
0.02164
0.162000
0.109700
0.02818
0.3006
0.064570
0.22390
1.7534
0.6346
0.03508
0.2710
0.1927

0.0377 ± 0.0006
0.028 ± 0.001
0.0186 ± 0.0008
0.013 ± 0.001
<0.097
0.018 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.001
0.0045 ± 0.0008
0.011 ± 0.001
0.0033 ± 0.0006
0.0061 ± 0.0007
0.0048 ± 0.0004
0.017 ± 0.001
0.036 ± 0.001
0.014 ± 0.002
0.040 ± 0.001
0.078 ± 0.001
0.0569 ± 0.0008
0.0051 ± 0.0008
0.0179 ± 0.0004
0.011 ± 0.001
0.001 ± 0.0002
<0.028

1.0
1.0
0.33
0.21
0.11
0.11
0
0
0
0.86
0.27
0.07
0.11
0.57
0.43
0.43
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.13
0.11
0.21
0.21

0.60
0.60
0.80
0.86
0.92
0.92
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.63
0.83
0.95
0.92
0.71
0.76
0.76
0.86
0.86
0.88
0.91
0.92
0.86
0.86

Si i
Fe ii

Ca i
Ca ii
Mn ii

r (Mg ii λ2796)
as expected by the difference in W
and the ratio of
Wr (Mg ii λ2803)
the oscillator strengths of the two transitions. Fits to the other
clouds were adequate. Because of the likelihood of unresolved
saturation, we increase N until the ratio of Mg ii λλ2796, 2803
equivalent widths of the synthetic profile matches that of the
observed profile. We also consider smaller Doppler parameters
in our modeling process, and for these values we adjust N
accordingly.

3.3. Covering Factor
We also consider the possibility of partial covering of
the BELR of HE0001-2340 to explain the observed Mg ii
λλ2796, 2803 equivalent widths. The size of the BELR of
HE0001-2340 cannot be calculated directly, as the spectrum is
not flux calibrated. However, via comparison to a quasar of similar redshift and magnitude with a flux calibrated spectrum, we
may approximate the BELR size. With z = 2.28 and V = 16.7,
HE0001-2340 may be compared to S5 0836+71 with z = 2.172
and V = 16.5. Bentz et al. (2007) gives the following relation
for BELR size:
log RBELR [light days] = −22.198 + 0.539 log λLλ (5100Å).
With log λLλ ∼ 47, we estimate that the BELR size of HE00012340 is ∼1.0 pc. Therefore, partial coverage of the BELR
requires a very small cloud size. We explore this possibility
as an alternative to unresolved saturation and perform VP fitting
to the Mg ii doublet for Cloud 1, using a modified version of
MINFIT (Churchill et al. 2003) in which the covering factor,
Cf (Mg ii), is allowed to vary along with N and b. A covering
factor of Cf (Mg ii) = 0.60 ± 0.10 best fits the profile, as
determined by the χ 2 minimization technique described in
Ganguly et al. (1999), and applied to a large doublet sample
in Misawa et al. (2007). The N (Mg ii) and b(Mg) values for this
Cf are 1012.1 cm−2 and 3.1 km s−1 , respectively.
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3.4. Cloudy Photoionization Modeling

reduced chi squared
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Figure 3. Reduced χ 2 value for Voigt profile fits of various covering factors to
Cloud 1. Covering factor values between 0.5 and 0.7 provides a significantly
better fit than full coverage models.

Since we would not expect to find evidence for partial
covering in an absorber that is not intrinsic to a quasar, we
examine how significant an improvement Cf (Mg ii) ∼ 0.6
provides as compared to other possible values of the covering
factor. We force Cf to have various other values and in each case
find the best N and b and compute the χ 2 comparing the best
model to the data. Figure 3 shows that a clear minimum in χ 2
occurs at Cf (Mg ii) ∼ 0.6.
The Cf measured from VP fitting is an “effective covering
factor,” representing the absorption of the total flux at that
wavelength, which is a combination of flux from the quasar
continuum source and BELR (Ganguly et al. 1999). The
different transitions for the intervening z = 0.4524 system fall
at different positions relative to the quasar emission lines and
will therefore absorb different relative fractions of continuum
+W Celr
and BELR flux. In general, Cf = Cc 1+W
, where Cc is the
covering factor of the continuum, Celr is the covering factor of
the BELR, and Cf is the total covering factor (Ganguly et al.
1999). The value of W, the ratio of the broad emission-line flux to
the continuum flux at the wavelength of the narrow intervening
absorption line (Felr /Fc ), can be determined for each transition
using a low resolution spectrum (Tytler et al. 2004). However,
in order to calculate the effective covering factor, Cf , we must
make an assumption about the relative covering factors of the
continuum and BELR.
For Mg ii, the value Cf = 0.6 can correspond to a range
of possible Cc , Celr pairs. However, we know that Cc cannot
be very small, as we see detections of many transitions that
are not superimposed on an emission line. Since the continuum
source is likely to be considerably smaller than the BELR, it is
most straightforward to assume that it is fully covered and that
the BELR is partially covered. For the W value measured for
Mg ii (W = 1.0), and Cc = 1, we then find Celr = 0.2. Celr
values should be the same for all transitions, if their absorption
arises from the same cloud. With this assumption, using the W
values of each transition, we can compute the effective covering
factors as Cf = 1+0.2W
. Table 3 lists the Cf values for all
1+W
transitions detected from Cloud 1. Many of the detected neutral
transitions have Cf values that are close to 1, rendering their
absorption stronger relative to the Mg ii, which only partially
absorbs a significant fraction of the incident flux due to its
position on a broad emission line.

For each model, we begin with a column density, Doppler
parameter, and covering factor for Mg ii. For Cloud 1, we
consider a range of N (Mg ii), b(Mg) pairs that are consistent
with the data, including fits affected by unresolved saturation.
Starting with the Mg ii column density as a constraint, we used
the code Cloudy (ver. 07.02.01) to conduct photoionization
models (Ferland et al. 1998). For each cloud, we assume a
plane–parallel slab with the given N (Mg ii) and illuminate
it with a Haardt–Madau extragalactic background spectrum,
including quasars and star-forming galaxies (with an escape
fraction of 0.1) at z = 0.4524 (Haardt & Madau 1996, 2001).
Given that the absorption is so weak in Mg ii, it seems unlikely
that this absorber is housed in the midst of a galaxy where the
local stellar radiation field would be significant. We initially run
a grid of models for ionization parameters log U = log ne /nγ =
−8.5 to −2.5, and metallicities log Z/Z = −3.0 to 1.0. All
models assume a solar abundance pattern, unless otherwise
stated. The Cloudy output includes model column densities for
all transitions, as well as an equilibrium temperature, T, for
the cloud. The turbulent component of the Doppler parameter
2
(bturb
= b(Mg ii)2 − btherm (Mg)2 ; where the thermal component
2
btherm = 2kT
) is calculated from the equilibrium temperature and
m
observed b(Mg ii). Given bturb and btherm , the Doppler parameter
can be computed for all other elements. After running Cloudy
for all components from the Voigt profile fit, the b parameters
and Cf values are combined with the model column densities to
create a synthetic spectrum. This model spectrum is compared
to the data in order to constrain the log U and log Z/Z values.
The modeling method is the same as that used by Ding et al.
(2005), Lynch & Charlton (2007), and Misawa et al. (2007).
4. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF THE ABSORBING
CLOUDS
4.1. Cloud 2
Cloud 2 can be fit with −2.9 < log U < −3.3; lower
values overproduce Fe ii, while higher values underproduce
Fe ii. Although there are no Lyman series lines to use for direct
constraints on the metallicity, we find that if log Z/Z < −0.3,
the Mg i is overproduced. The temperature of the cloud is found
to be ∼9000 K for log Z/Z = −0.3, with a size of tens
of parsecs, and a density ∼4 × 10−3 cm−3 . Model parameters
are listed in Table 4, where Clouds 2.1 and 2.2 represent the
two components of Cloud 2, while the best model is shown in
Figure 2.
4.2. Clouds 3 and 4
Clouds 3 and 4 are quite weak and are detected in the
VLT spectrum only because it has such a high S/N. For
Clouds 3 and 4, a wide range of metallicities and ionization
parameters provide an adequate fit to the transitions covered by
the spectrum. Low ionization species other than Mg ii are not
detected at this velocity, but because of the weakness of the lines,
are also not predicted by models with any reasonable ionization
parameter, log U > −7.5. Coverage of higher ionization states
would be needed to further constrain the ionization parameter
of these clouds. Constraints for these clouds are summarized in
Table 4, where parameters are given for two acceptable values
of log U and log Z/Z for each Cloud.
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Table 4
Sample Models that Fit the System
Cloud

log(Z/Z )

U

(1)

(2)

(3)

nH
(cm−3 )
(4)

Size
(pc)
(5)

T
(K)
(6)

N(H i)
(cm−2 )
(7)

N(H ii)
(cm−2 )
(8)

N(H2 )
(cm−2 )
(9)

2N(H2 )
2N(H2 )+N(H i)

1019.3–21.3
1019.2–20.9
1017.30
1017.88
1017.15
1017.18
1016.80
1016.80

(11)

N(Mg i)
(cm−2 )
(12)

N(Mg ii)
(cm−2 )
(13)

N(Fe i)
(cm−2 )
(14)

N(Fe ii)
(cm−2 )
(15)

b(Mg)
(km s−1 )
(16)

0.72–0.91
0.76–0.94
0
0
0
0
0
0

1012.8–13.1
1013.2–13.4
109.83
1010.40
1010.62
109.70
1010.17
109.33

1014.1
1014.7
1011.79
1012.37
1011.65
1011.67
1011.30
1011.29

1012.4–13.0
1013.0–13.4
107.25
107.83
107.71
107.12
107.35
106.75

1014.6
1015.3
1011.17
1011.75
1011.60
1011.05
1011.25
1010.67

<0.5
<0.5
0.4
2.77
14.53
14.53
6.00
6.00

Model
1a
1b
2.1
2.2
3a
3b
4a
4b

< −1.0
< −0.3
−0.3
−0.3
−1.0∗
−0.3∗
−1.0∗
−0.3∗

10−8.5 –10−7.5
10−8.0 –10−7.0
10−3.1
10−3.1
10−7.5
10−3.1
10−7.5
10−3.1

500–1100
30–1100
0.004
0.004
110
0.004
110
0.004

0.01–0.6
0.08–0.19
15
57
0.0004
110
0.0002
5

<100
<50
9200
9100
3000
9200
3250
9200

1018.5–20.8
1018.8–19.9
1015.14
1015.71
1017.13
1015.01
1016.78
1014.64

1015.9–16.5
1016.1–16.3
1017.30
1017.87
1015.84
1017.17
1015.52
1016.80

1019.2–21.1
1019.0–20.8
105.10
105.68
1012.60
104.98
1012.07
104.60
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Ntot (H)
(cm−2 )
(10)

Note. ∗ A wide range of metallicities and ionization parameters provide reasonable fits to these clouds.
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4.3. Cloud 1

4.3.1. Unresolved Saturation Model

We run a grid of models with varying Mg ii column densities, metallicities, and ionization parameters, as described in
Section 3, for b = 3.1 km s−1 , the Doppler parameter given
by a Voigt profile fit, which assumes the line is resolved, unsaturated, and fully covered. We find that detectable amounts
of Fe i are not produced in any model, and that Fe ii is always
underproduced. For smaller b parameters we would expect that
Fe i/Mg ii and Fe ii/Mg ii would be larger because Fe i and Fe ii
would be on the linear parts of their curves of growth where the
corresponding larger N would affect their equivalent widths. In
contrast, the Mg ii would be on the flat part of its curve of growth
so that the increased N would have little effect on its equivalent width. We therefore considered N(Mg ii), b(Mg) pairs with
b = 0.1–0.5 km s−1 (giving log N (Mg ii) ∼ 14 cm−2 ) and
log U < −7.5.
An example model, with log Z/Z = −1.0, log U = −8.2,
and b = 0.2 km s−1 is shown in Figure 2. Due to the seemingly
cold nature of this cloud, we opt to add dust grains to the Cloudy
(Ferland et al. 1998) simulations. The primary flaw of this model
is the over-production of Mg i λ2853 by ∼1 dex in column
density; the apparent underproduction of some Fe i and Fe ii
transitions may be attributed to Lyα forest contamination of
the observed profiles. Greater metallicities further overproduce
Mg i, and a small Fe abundance enhancement of ∼0.2 dex is
needed to account for observed Fe i and Fe ii profiles.
Constraints for this model are given in Table 4, under
Cloud 1a . We find a size of 0.01–0.6 pc, T<100 K, and
500 < nH < 1100 (cm−3 ). With a neutral hydrogen column
density of 1018.7–20.8 cm−2 (sub-DLA to DLA range), we
ii)
2N(H2 )
find 0.72 < 2N(H
< 0.91. log N(Mg
∼ 1.0–1.3 and
N(Mg i)
2 )+N(H i)
e ii)
∼ 1.6–2.2.
log N(F
N(Fe i)

4.3.2. Partial Covering Model

We similarly find that a small b (<0.5km s−1 ) is necessary
to reproduce the observed Fe i with partial coverage models.
An example of such a model, with b(Mg) = 0.4 km s−1 ,
log U = −7.5, and log Z/Z = −1.0 is given in Figure 4. For
this example model, the observed Fe i, Fe ii, Ca i, Ca ii, Mn ii,
and Si i are adequately reproduced within the uncertainties. The
absorption at the position of Fe i λ2484 and λ2524 is not fully
produced; however, the location of these transitions in the forest
makes contamination fairly likely. The only discrepancy of this
model is the over-production of Mg i λ2853 by ∼1 dex in
column density. In addition to this sample model, a range of
ionization parameters and metallicities provide a similar fit. For
log Z/Z = −1.0 and log U = −7.5 the cloud size/thickness
is 0.2 pc, a size comparable to that of the quasar BELR.
The range of models that provide an adequate fit to this cloud
have extreme properties. The ionization parameters for successful models range from −8.0 to −7.0, implying densities of
30 cm−3 < nH < 1100 cm−3 . For the range of possible metallicities, the equilibrium temperatures are low, <50 K. The neutral hydrogen column densities, log N (H i) = 18.8–19.9 cm−2 ),
2)
are in the sub-DLA range, while 0.76 < 2N(H2N(H
< 0.94.
2 ) + N(H i)
Cloud properties for acceptable models are summarized in Table 4 under Cloud 1b , while a sample model is plotted in Figure 4.
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5. DISCUSSION

The z = 0.4524 system toward HE0001-2340, shown in
Figures 1 and 2, significantly differs from typical weak Mg ii
absorption line systems, due to the detection of low ionization
states in one of four main absorption components. We consider
the environments of these clouds in the context of known
structures that could produce these absorption signatures.
5.1. Clouds 2, 3, and 4
Cloud 2 has conditions similar to those of the 100 weak Mg ii
systems modeled by Narayanan et al. (2008), with N (Mg ii) =
1012.5 cm−2 , N (Fe ii) = 1011.85 cm−2 , a size of tens of parsecs,
a density of ∼0.004 cm−3 , and a temperature of ∼9000 K
(Table 4). Clouds 3 and 4 also fall within the range of properties
exhibited in the Narayanan et al. (2008) sample, and although
their properties are not well constrained by models, they appear
to be of a temperature and density typical of the weakest
Mg ii absorbers studied to date. Detection of such low N (Mg ii)
absorbers is limited to very high S/N spectra, suggesting that
such clouds may often go undetected near what are perceived
as single-cloud weak Mg ii absorbers.
Rigby et al. (2002) divide weak Mg ii absorbers at
log[N (Fe ii)/N (Mg ii)] = −0.3 into iron-rich and iron-poor
subcategories. While it is not possible to classify Clouds 3 and
4, Cloud 2, with log(N(Fe ii)/N(Mg ii)) = −0.62, falls into the
“iron-poor” subcategory, with corresponding log U ∼ −3.1.
Clouds associated with superwind condensations could be responsible for this iron-poor environment, as Type II supernovae
driving the wind will lead to α-enhancements, as they build
up high metallicities. Such systems may be predecessors to
the high metallicity (>0.1 Z ) C iv absorbers of Schaye et al.
(2007), which have sizes ∼100 pc. With radii less than the Jean’s
length for self-gravitating clouds, these high metallicity C iv
clouds are likely to be short-lived, with lifetimes on the order
of the timescale for free expansion, ∼107 years. In comparison,
Cloud 2 would have a lifetime on the order of ∼106 –107 years
in its present state, which could precede its C iv cloud phase.
5.2. Cloud 1
Based solely upon its detected absorption features, Cloud 1
is an anomaly. Fe i has only been detected along a fraction of
Galactic sightlines passing through molecular clouds (Welty
et al. 2003). These sightlines pass through clouds that are very
cold (<100 K) and have densities ranging from ∼10–300 cm−3 ,
on par with the results given by photoionization models of
Cloud 1.
Partial covering and unresolved saturation models of Cloud 1
in the VLT spectrum provide similar constraints to its properties
as those dense Galactic clouds. Both require a narrow Mg ii
2796 Å profile, with b < 0.5 km s−1 , to reproduce the observed
Fe i, suggesting that regardless of whether the system is partially
covering the BELR, it is unresolved. We note that the other
properties of Cloud 1 given by Cloudy are similar in both
models, as shown in Table 4. Such models are not mutually
exclusive, as it would be impossible to distinguish partial
covering from unresolved saturation based on a comparison
of the members of the Mg ii λλ2796, 2803 doublet. With either
model, the size of the absorber is likely to be on the order of
the QSO BELR size at the distance of the absorber (parsec
scale), thus partial covering is not unlikely. It is important to
note that the covering factors of different transitions depend
upon their position on broad emission lines, a concept that is
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Figure 4. VLT spectrum (black) and photoionization model for partial covering case, with log Z = −1.0, log U = −7.5, log(N(Mg ii)) = 14.65, and b = 0.4 km s−1
(red).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

key to intrinsic absorption line studies, as partial covering by
clouds in the immediate vicinity of the quasar is common.
5.2.1. Detection Rates

In a sample of 81 VLT QSOs, with a redshift path length of
∼75 (Narayanan et al. 2007), we have found only one system
with detected Fe i. However, considering the small size of this
object, even this one detection is significant, suggesting that

there may be a significant cross section covered by these objects,
which lie in the outskirts of galaxies and remain undetected.
Assuming the same average redshift pathlength per quasar,
Δz = 0.93, and a Poisson distribution for the detections, we
find that there is a 50% chance of one or more such detections
in a sample of 56 more quasars, and a 95% chance of one or more
detections in a sample of 243 more quasars (which corresponds
to 332 more weak absorption line systems). The one Fe i system
that was detected in a pathlength of 75 yields dN/dz = 0.013,
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and there is a probability of 95% that dN/dz > 0.0044 (based
on one detection in a pathlength of 243 × 0.93).
Kacprzak et al. (2008) find that, for a range of Schechter
luminosity function parameters, a statistical absorption radius
of 43 kpc < Rx < 88 kpc would explain the observed
dN/dz ∼ 0.8 of strong Mg ii absorbers (Wr (2796) > 0.3 Å)
at 0.3 < z < 1.0. To consider the radius specifically at the
redshift of the z = 0.4524 absorber, we scale those results
considering that Nestor et al. (2005) find dN/dz ∼ 0.6 for
strong Mg ii absorbers at z ∼ 0.45. This implies a corresponding
absorber halo radius of 24–49 kpc, assuming a covering factor
of order unity. From the estimated dN/dz of Fe i absorbers, we
estimate that approximately 2% of the area covered by strong
Mg ii absorbers (1810–7540 kpc2 ) is covered by such small
molecular clouds. These clouds are likely to take the form of
filaments or thin sheets around many galaxies.
It is therefore of interest to consider what the covering
factor would be of molecules in the Milky Way halo, if
we were to observe it from outside the halo. The covering
factor of 21 cm High Velocity Clouds (HVCs), to a limit of
N(H i) = 7 × 1017 cm−2 , was measured to be 37%, looking out
from our vantage point. Although molecules have been detected
in several HVCs (Richter et al. 1999; Sembach et al. 2001;
Richter et al. 2001a, 2001b), the fraction of HVC sightlines
with detected H2 is small, e.g., 1/19 in the Far-Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer survey of Wakker (2006). Nonetheless,
looking through the Milky Way from outside, we might expect
roughly 2 × 37%×(1/19) ∼ 4% as the covering factor for
molecular absorption, consistent with the 2% halo covering
factor that we estimated for Fe i absorbers at z ∼ 0.45.
An alternative to a large fraction of galaxies producing Fe i
absorbers with small individual covering factors is a small
population of galaxies that which have larger individual covering
factors. One possibility is starburst galaxies with superwinds,
since the neutral species Na i is commonly detected in absorption
through these objects (Heckman et al. 2000). Nearby starbursts
are found to have strong Na i absorption over regions 1–10 kpc
in extent. Weaker Na i absorption, consistent with its expected
strength for Cloud 1 in the z = 0.4524 absorber, would be
detected over larger areas. Also, starbursts are more common at
z ∼ 0.45 than at the present. These factors could combine to
lead to a significant covering factor of Na i (and therefore Fe i)
absorption from starburst winds at the redshift of the z = 0.4524
absorber.
5.2.2. Origin

The model gives neutral hydrogen column densities of the
absorber that suggest a sub-DLA or DLA environment, with
1018.8 cm−2 < N (H i) < 1020.8 cm−2 . Although H2 is frequently detected in higher redshift systems, the molecular hydrogen fraction is only <10−6 in 58%–75% of the high-z DLAs
surveyed by Ledoux et al. (2003), and does not rise above ∼0.03
for sub-DLAs and DLAs. Hirashita et al. (2003) perform simulations of high-z DLAs, and find that the area of a region that would
produce DLA absorption that contains molecules is a very small
fraction of its overall area. They note that in high ultraviolet
background, the molecular fraction can be >10−3 , which is large
enough to fuel star formation. Small, dense (nH ∼ 10–1000),
cold (<100 K) absorbers, with significant molecular fractions,
like the z = 0.4524 absorber toward HE0001-2340, may occur
over a small fraction of structures that give rise to sub-DLAs and
DLAs, but are rarely intersected by QSOs due to their relatively
smaller area.
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While extremely high molecular hydrogen fractions seem to
be rare in sub-DLAs and DLAs, up to 53% of total hydrogen
mass was found to be molecular in a survey of Leroy et al.
(2009), which examined CO emission from 18 nearby galaxies.
In these detections, the H2 mass can be as high as 0.1 times
the stellar mass. The ratio of CO J = 2 → 1 intensity to CO
J = 1 → 0 intensity suggests that the emitting gas is optically
thick with an excitation temperature of ∼10 K. Although the
exponential scale lengths of the survey targets range only from
0.8 to 3.2 kpc, they note that with increased sensitivity, objects
at larger distances could be detected.
Similar high-resolution CO observations of structures likely
belonging to the Milky Way by Heithausen (2002, 2004) show
fractalized clumpuscules at high galactic latitudes, with sizes of
∼100 AU, masses ∼10−3 M , n(H2 ) = 1000–20,000 cm−3 ,
and H i column densities of ∼1020 cm−2 ; he notes that such
small structure would not be visible in the inner galaxy, due to
overcrowding in normal molecular gas. A previous study of high
galactic latitude molecular clouds via stellar absorption lines
by Penprase (1993) likewise found high molecular hydrogen
fractions, high densities, and small sizes.
Pfenniger & Combes (1994) and Pfenniger et al. (1994) suggest such small structures may make up a significant percentage
of halo matter and propose that such structures may account
for a fraction of missing baryonic dark matter. These structures
are believed to be formed by Jeans unstable and isothermal
clouds, which fragment into smaller cloudlets. An alternative
to this fractalized ISM model is explored through simulations
by Glover & Mac Low (2007). They study H2 formation in
turbulent gas, predicting that H2 should rapidly form in any
dense turbulent atomic cloud (within 0.05 Myr), regardless of
whether or not the cloud is gravitationally bound or whether it
is magnetic subcritical or supercritical; up to 40% of the initial
atomic hydrogen may be converted to H2 in this process. They
find that regions of low density (n < 300 cm−3 ) contain more
H2 than expected in gas in photodissociation equilibrium due to
turbulent transport of H2 from higher density (n > 1000 cm−3 )
areas.
Hydrodynamic simulations by Fujita et al. (2009) of the
blowout of starburst-driven superbubbles from the molecular
disk of ULIRGs also show similar small-scale clumps. Thin
dense shells are created as the bubbles sweep up dense disk gas;
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities then cause these shells to fragment. Clumpiness is seen down to the limits of the simulation
resolution of 0.1 pc. These clumps contain high Na i mass and
have N (H) ∼ 1021 cm−2 .
As small molecular structures have been observed both in the
galactic neighborhood (on the order of hundreds of AU) and
in hydrodynamic simulations (to the limit of their resolutions)
one would expect there to exist such structures beyond the local
universe, at higher redshifts. Because these structures are far
too small to detect via imaging of extragalactic environments,
absorption lines serve as the only probe of small-scale structure
of distant galaxies. The z = 0.4524 absorber may be a first
glimpse of such a cold, dense cloud at an earlier epoch.
5.2.3. Iron Content

Cloud 1, with log(Fe ii/Mg ii) ∼ 0.5, is an extreme case
of an iron-rich absorber. Iron-rich systems discussed in Rigby
et al. (2002) were generally found to have high metallicities
(> 0.1 Z ), log U < −4.0 (nH > 0.09 cm−3 ), and small sizes
(N(H i)+N(H ii)<1018 cm−2 , R < 10 pc). Solar abundances, and
not α-enhancement, are needed to explain their similar Fe ii and
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Mg ii column densities, which implies Type Ia event-enrichment
of the gas (Timmes et al. 1995). Type Ia enrichment requires a
∼1 billion year delay from the onset of star formation before
the elements produced enter the ISM, which could be consistent
with gas trapped in potential wells of dwarf galaxies, or with
intergalactic star-forming structures in the cosmic web (Rigby
et al. 2002; Milutinović et al. 2006). Rapid condensation of
turbulent gas from a supernova could explain the small size,
high molecular content, and high iron abundance observed in
Cloud 1.
5.3. The System
Weak Mg ii absorption systems are not often found within
30 kpc of luminous star-forming galaxies, with L > 0.05L∗
(Churchill & Le Brun 1998; Churchill et al. 2005; Milutinović
et al. 2006); the astrophysical origins of such systems have
not been identified, although they may include extragalactic
HVCs (Narayanan et al. 2007), dwarf galaxies (Lynch et al.
2006), material expelled by superwinds in dwarf galaxies
(Zonak et al. 2004; Stocke et al. 2004; Keeney et al. 2006),
and/or massive starburst galaxies and metal-enriched gas in
intergalactic star clusters (Rigby et al. 2002). Schaye et al.
(2007) suggest that at intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 2–3), weak
Mg ii clouds may have been ejected from starburst supernovadriven winds during an intermediate phase of free expansion,
prior to achieving equilibrium with the IGM. Supernova-driven
winds are believed to have a multi-phase structure, with a cold
component (T ∼ 100 K) detected in Na i (Heckman et al. 2000;
Rupke et al. 2002; Fujita et al. 2009). A warm neutral phase
(T ∼ 10,000 K) may surround this component (Schwartz et al.
2006). This gas will likely fragment through hydrodynamical
instabilities as it moves through the halo of the galaxy, and
would appear initially as weak Mg ii absorption, and later as
weak C iv absorption associated with H i lines in the Lyα forest
(Zonak et al. 2004; Schaye et al. 2007).
To account for the differing Fe ii/Mg ii observed in the
different clouds of the same system, it seems necessary to
propose different stellar populations in the vicinity of the
absorbing structure. Cloud 1, due to its iron-rich nature, must
be enhanced by a Type Ia supernova, implying the gas does not
originate from a very young stellar population. The density
and temperature of this gas, comparable to that of Milky
Way molecular clouds, suggests that it is a potential site of
star formation. Cloud 2, in contrast, is likely a remnant of a
supernova from a massive star recently formed in its vicinity,
or in a superwind driven by a collection of massive stars, as
suggested by its α-enhancement. It is not surprising that we
would see a mix of different processes and stellar populations in
an absorption line system. Some combination of dwarf galaxies,
HVCs, superwind and supernova shell fragments, and tidal
debris could give rise to such variety. In such a scenario, clouds
like Cloud 2 would commonly be grouped together into systems,
sometimes with Fe-rich clouds, but something as extreme as
Cloud 1 would be rare.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Although Fe i detections are extremely rare in extragalactic
absorbers, photoionization models of Cloud 1 suggest that its
small size (<1 pc) may cause many such absorbers to go
undetected; we estimate that 2% of the areas of z ∼ 0.45
halos (24–49 kpc in radius) should be covered by such objects.
With cold temperatures (<100 K), high densities (30 < nH <
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1100), and a large molecular hydrogen fraction (72%–94%), the
properties of Cloud 1 are similar to the dense, small Milky Way
clouds at high galactic latitudes observed in CO by Heithausen
(2002, 2004) and Penprase (1993), suggesting that pockets of
gas like Cloud 1 may be analogs of these Milky Way clouds in
the halos of other galaxies.
Small-scale clumps, with sizes of hundreds of AU, are
predicted to exist both as part of the fractalized ISM in the
halos of galaxies (Pfenniger & Combes 1994; Pfenniger et al.
1994) and as condensates in turbulent gas (Glover & Mac Low
2007; Fujita et al. 2009). A Type Ia supernova may have been
responsible for both the turbulence and observed iron abundance
in Cloud 1.
In contrast, the α-enhancement observed in Cloud 2, with its
low-Fe content, is suggestive of an origin in a Type II supernovadriven superwind. Multiple-cloud weak Mg ii absorption line
systems are generally thought to originate in lines of sight
that pass through more than one dwarf galaxies, through sparse
regions of luminous galaxies at high impact parameters, or in
gas-poor galaxies. In this case, one of the four components
happens to be a relatively rare type of cold and dense weak
Mg ii absorber.
Via imaging of the HE0001-2340 field it may be possible to
further constrain the absorption origin, perhaps by identifying
a host galaxy or galaxies, or by finding a nearby galaxy whose
environment is being sampled by these absorbers. It is also of
interest to find another similar Fe i cloud by searching large
numbers of high-S/N, high-resolution quasar spectra. Perhaps
in another case, the sightline would be clear enough to allow
access to the Lyman series lines, so that its metallicity could be
directly measured, or to higher ionization absorption lines so that
any surrounding, lower density gas phases could be identified.
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